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Most plans for homebuilt airplanes are fairly large in size to allow intricate details to be shown for builders. The

Sonerai is different—ever since the plans appeared in 1971 they have been printed on 8 ½ x 14 inch paper in a ring

binder. Why aren’t the plans larger in size? The answer to that question lies in the origin of the airplane and the occupation of its

designer, John Monnett.

The first Sonerai I—actually two were built virtually simultaneously but one was rushed to

completion for the Oshkosh Convention in 1971—was built from sketches and wire models,

not plans. Plans were not drawn up until late that year, and were reverse-engineered from

the airplane itself and some data from the sketches. The world was a different place in

1971… there were no copy shops standing by to run off plans for a dime a page, and
running larger sheets as traditional blueprints was expensive. John and Betty were newly-

minted teachers with only modest salaries. So John did what he always does best—he

came up with a creative solution based on available resources.

John was teaching high school art in Arlington Heights, Illinois, at the time. A friend was teaching shop class down the hall, and the

print shop had an offset press. This press had a maximum paper size of… 8 ½ x 14 inches. So, John had the draftsman hired to

create the plans limit the drawings to that size. When the high school students went home for the day, John and his fellow teacher

would fire up the print shop press and crank out Sonerai plans.

John recalls looking at the stack of plans with Betty in their home basement office and saying “Wow! Each one of these is worth $75!”

And then, as with any uncertain business prospect, came the questions. “We looked at each other and said ‘Do you ever think we’re

going to sell these?’” They did, of course, and a lot more. Well into the 21st century, the plans for the Sonerai are still selling at the

rate of 50-60 copies a year.

Here we see John with the first Sonerai under construction in his tiny backyard. Getting the
engine he purchased to run was a long challenge and the difficulties he encountered with it

inspired him to create his own original AeroVee several years later.

 

 

Jim Cunningham recently published a 150 page biography of Sonerai designer John Monnett. Copies are

available from the Sonex Web Store or through Wind Canyon Books.

 

If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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